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Abstract
The Republic of Korea’s robust system for protection of traditional performing arts has
insulated the traditional arts, ensuring that a population of master artists continued
to practice their arts even as Korea rapidly modernized. This protection allows people
in twenty-first century Seoul to attend performances of raucous mask dance dramas,
evocative epic songs, and sedate literati ensembles. However, do they? The audience
for Korean traditional arts is eroding, but ample government support has removed
artists and venues from the urgency of attracting new and younger audiences. This
article describes reception techniques of traditional performance that are dying out in
Korea, proposes an audience typology, and discusses the varied challenges of attracting and maintaining an audience. Although examples are taken from Korea, parallels
exist in other countries and with other genres around the world.
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Introduction
In heritage policy circles, the Republic of Korea (hereafter, Korea) is internationally known for having achieved exemplary and robust protection of traditional heritage. The Cultural Property Protection Law (CPPL), enacted in
1962, has created a system for exhibiting and passing on traditional arts
knowledge with dozens of performing arts listed for protection. Yet governmental investment in these arts comes at a price: performers, groups, even
venues for performance are somewhat insulated from capitalistic concerns
related to supply and demand.1 The governmental funding earmarked
towards the arts leads to a blasé attitude towards audiences.
Historically, the most enthusiastic audience for the traditional arts has
been the elderly, many of whom were born near the end of the Japanese
colonial era. Enduring national division and the Korean War, they remember a time when traditional performance almost died out. When these performances were brought back with government support in the 1960s and
1970s, this elderly population also absorbed nationalistic rhetoric equating
Koreanness and Korean traditions. As this group passes on, Korea is experiencing a rapid drain from a population that feels a deep nostalgic and protective love for the traditional arts. Accordingly, the audience for the traditional arts is changing: audiences must diversify, and new audiences must
embrace these performances to justify continued government-financed support. A similar change in audiences is occurring in classical music: “The
decrease in audience size not only results in less ticket revenue but . . . makes
it increasingly difficult for orchestral organizations to justify public funding.
Of particular concern is the aging of the traditional subscriber base” (Kolb
2001, 51). Bonita Kolb found that 80 percent of classical music audiences
had begun their viewing habits by their mid-twenties (2001, 57).

1. In certain performing arts genres, the possibility of becoming a tenured professor or
charging exorbitant fees for lessons exists. Solo dance forms, pansori, and a few other
genres aside, most of the performing arts protected under the CPPL are in considerably
less demand.
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In Korea, to develop an interest in traditional arts, the potential audience member must overcome substantial barriers. The devastation of the
Korean War and the relentless push to modernize stripped the country of
most visual reminders of traditional society.2 Changing demographics, economics, and education have excised traditional ways of living and learning.
Under the increasing influence of Western classical and popular music,
Koreans rushed to learn piano. After the CPPL was passed, and particularly
during the Minjung Cultural Movement, some performance genres experienced momentary cultural revival. However, the university clubs and groups
of student researchers who studied Korean traditional arts on college campuses during the 1970s and 1980s have mainly ceased meeting or now focus
on drumming—a great change from the case of student involvement in the
resurrection of the mask dance drama Gasan Ogwangdae as told by Yi Hunsang (2010).
Not only has club activity been reduced, but also the performances of
traditional music (or gugak), as shown in Table 1, have been far outstripped
by performances of Western classical music and in recent years (musical)
theatre, according to statistics. Although many of the traditional arts performances are free, the audience is dominated by the elderly, acquaintances
of performers, and students carrying out assignments they resent.3
As seen in Table 1, traditional performances (gugak) were approximately five percent of all performances in 2013 and just over six percent in
2012. Since about 2008, musical theatre productions have enjoyed great
popularity, as demonstrated by the “theatre” column of the table. Although
the total number of traditional performances has increased, they are not
quite keeping pace with the increase in other genres. Why are traditional
performances such a small percentage of the total?

2. In addition, active campaigns to remove buildings erected during the colonial era from
the landscape have only recently begun to lose their nationalistic appeal (see Kim 2014).
3. Only the National Gugak Center has released demographic data for their shows. Students
required by teachers to attend shows sometimes try to fudge the assignment by having
more diligent friends collect evidence of attendance (Maliangkay 2008, 56).
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Table 1. Performances and Exhibitions from 2008-20134
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

52,780

56,771

95,332

94,564

76,882

78,455

Subtotal: Exhibitions

10,965

11,295

13,002

13,881

13,631

13,235

Subtotal: Performances

41,815

45,476

82,330

80,683

63,251

65,220

Theatre

32,647

33,557

69,122

66,060

47,781

50,920

Dance

1,736

2,030

2,488

2,491

3,188

3,056

Western music

5,811

7,201

7,218

8,275

8,298

8,003

Gugak4

1,621

2,688

3,502

3,857

3,984

3,241

Source: This data was collected by the Arts Council Korea (ARKO) for the 2013 Culture and Arts
Almanac.5

The question about moribund attendance is significant because each of
these traditional performances is an opportunity to transmit information
about Korean performing arts to an audience, which in turn fosters interest in learning about Korean traditional roots. Yet interest in Korean traditions and transmission of traditional performing arts knowledge is only
possible if performers can effectively recruit and communicate with their
audience. Studies in audience reception and audience development reinforce the value of understanding who the audience is in order to develop
the audience further (Barlow and Shibli 2007; Oakes 2003; Throsby 2001).
Therefore, this article explores the types of audiences in Korea and discusses how a better understanding of audiences could improve communication between venues and performers and, on the other side, the audience. Research was carried out through interviews and participant-observation at performances and rehearsals.6
4. The gugak column includes all traditional performances.
5. Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism, accessed January 17, 2015, http://stat.mcst.
go.kr/mcst/resource/static/index/index03.html.
6. Most observations of indoor shows were within the permanent structures of the National
Gugak Center, Pungryu Theatre, and the Korea Cultural House (KOUS). These venues
usually book performances that fall within the greater rubric of Korean tradition, including fusion. The National Gugak Center has four theatres (three indoors and one out-
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The Importance of Audience Experience
Most Koreans have never seen a live performance of traditional music or
dance, yet exposure to the arts is often a key step in becoming a performer.
Through dozens of interviews with performers, I determined that three
main conditions or circumstances provided significant paths to a performance career: first, a family connection to the performing arts; second, a
memorable experience as an audience member; and finally but increasingly
rare, participation in school performance clubs. The importance of the
audience experience can be shown through these interviews with students
of Korea National University of Arts (K-Arts):
Kim:7 When I was in third grade of elementary school, I went to a wedding, and there was a congratulatory performance; a woman
played janggu (hourglass drum). Deeply impressed, I asked my
mom to find me a class. There was a hagwon (music lesson space)
in my neighborhood, and I attended classes there until middle
school. In middle school we had a club, so it became part of my
personal life, my hobby. Then when I went to high school I learned
step by step from a hobby to beyond that point, and I majored in
pungmul (drumming and dancing).
Sim:8 By chance I went to see a performance, not of samulnori (professionalized percussion) but of daebuk (large barrel drums). When I
heard the sound of the buk without even being aware of it my body
started moving, and after I went home for a few days I could think
of nothing else. For that reason I decided to try it. I wanted to hear
my own drum’s beats. That was when I was 10.

doors). Pungryu Theatre is in the Intangible Cultural Properties Transmission Center. The
140-seat hall almost exclusively presents CPPL-protected arts and artists, excluding rentals. Finally, the 236-seat KOUS also presents traditional arts; however, the artistic director,
Jin Okseop, enjoys discovering and staging relatively unknown performers.
7. Kim Giyeong is a K-Arts sophomore, interview by author at the Goseong Ogwangdae
Transmission Center, January 25, 2011.
8. Sim Jaeyun is a K-Arts junior, interview by author at the Goseong Ogwangdae Transmission Center, January 26, 2011.
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The experience of seeing these shows was important enough to Kim Giyeong and Sim Jaeyun that a decade later they were majoring in pungmul at
K-Arts. Thus, attending a performance of the traditional arts is a crucial
encounter with Korean heritage, much like visiting a historic site. As musicologist Paul Henry Lang wrote, “in the end it is always the listener’s response and imagination that give meaning to musical symbols” (1997, 239):
that is, the first step is exposure. Similarly, tourism scholar Park Hyung Yu
(2009) has theorized that a visit to Changdeokgung palace communicates
the symbolic significance of heritage, the importance of national solidarity,
and cultural continuity. Observing a performance can have a comparable
effect on the audience: if an audience member feels a profound connection
to her heritage, a song, dance, or drama can leave an impression far beyond
surface-level evaluations. Creating a feeling of connection between the
audience member and the heritage brought to life in front of them is crucial
to creating public support for the performing arts. Therefore, audience
members must be enticed into a closer relationship with the arts in order to
facilitate their appreciation and enjoyment of the performance.

Being a Good Audience, Korean Style
As Korea modernized, the expectations of audiences changed. Im Kwontaek’s 1993 film Seopyeonje vividly depicts the difficulties faced by performers who could not adjust to the changes. In the movie the main characters
sing pansori in urbanizing towns but are drowned out by recorded music or
performers using amplified sounds, and must compete with changing
tastes.9 The film illustrates what ethnomusicologist Nathan Hesselink
explains as a “profound change in performance and reception aesthetics”
that occurred as Korea urbanized (2012, 42). Today the struggle for traditional performances is to remain participatory. In twenty-first century Korea,
audiences often need to be trained to respond in a manner that was once
9. Seopyeonje and the issues it raised in Korean society are discussed in Cho Dong-il (2006,
259–271).
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natural in the context of Korean folk performance. As we sit in a dark hall
and react within a proscribed set of possibilities, the static theatre environment and training in different types of Westernized audience behavior
leeches away the once-ingrained Korean habits of performance reception.
Audiences have been socialized to be quiet and well-mannered in the predominant Western model of clapping at the end without interrupting with
cries of support. This understanding of appropriate audience etiquette
emerged from a modern context of Western art music and has spread into
other performance types and other parts of the world. Even as at one time
Western audiences were accustomed to booing performers off the stage,
these days Western audiences are again becoming less passive in their
viewing habits (Pitts 2005).
In contrast to Westernized behavior, audience participation was once a
necessary and unremarkable component of Korean performance, and
while the performing arts can exist separately from the social and cultural
context in which they were created, doing so leads to a loss of something
ineffable. Distinctive audience techniques exist in Korean folk arts; knowledge and understanding of these techniques and participation in a performance by knowledgeable audience members can significantly change the
energy of the performance. An audience member educated in Korean
traditional performance will not only generally understand the underpinnings, recurring themes, and common tropes, but will also understand
how the audience is expected to react. Although all types of performances
can now appear on stages, during the Joseon dynasty festivals in the villagesquare-like madang were always participatory, and audience members were
familiar with the stories, dances, songs, or rites. The audience might be
asked to participate, ad-lib on the spot, or spontaneously enter the performance space and dance with the performers. The audience would also talk
back to performers and encourage solo exhibitions of technique throughout the show.
An audience able to employ such conventions of audience reception
can greatly improve the performance, because cheers of enjoyment are
infectious to the rest of the audience and encourage the efforts of the performers. Furthermore, individual and collective behaviors are important in
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experiencing the performance. The use of chuimsae is a key indicator that
insiders are in the audience.10 The chuimsae, cries of encouragement at the
pause in a rhythmic cycle, depend on the context, the length of the pause,
and the audience member. Chuimsae can be as simple as a loud nasal exhalation of approval, but “jota” (good) and “jal-handa” (well done) also provide direct feedback.
Addressing chuimsae, Park Chan E. notes that “in the context of pansori reception, the process of learning starts with unlearning the sanitized
manners of a polite spectator” (2000, 280). Park asserts that researchers
and academics do not realize or want to admit how much the use of chuimsae has dropped off or lost its traditional flavor as the audience submits to
the performer, instead of being part of the performance (2000, 276). In her
work Park repeatedly refers to the audience’s contribution through chuimsae, detailing how pansori performers find the properly executed exclamations a source of energy that will allow a performance to rise above what
would be possible in the stereotypically hushed environment of Western
musical appreciation (2000, 275).
One of the clearest illustrations of exuberant audience employment of
chuimsae that I have observed occurred during a new student performance
at K-Arts in April of 2011. The students majoring in traditional vocal
music, including pansori, sang just after a different major performed instrumental court music. A solid phalanx of upperclassmen from the vocal
major was seated to the right of the stage, and the hall was packed with people familiar with how to use chuimsae. The audience, silent during solemn
court music, suddenly became boisterous when the singers began. Their
calls of “eolssigu!” not only supported the performers, but also brought the
entire hall to life. The collective enjoyment was thrilling for everyone on
stage and off and made up for any possible weaknesses in the performances
of the youngsters.
Calling out chuimsae is not the only way that an audience interacts
with the performance. Ethnomusicologist Park Shingil has asserted that
10. Chuimsae are similar to the yee-haw of audiences at an American hoedown, or the grito
of Mexican mariachi music.
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pungmul drumming is “a social activity which requires full audience participation and the blurring of the line between the group performing and the
group watching” (2000, 11). Similarly, Hesselink highlights the “openness”
of the traditional outdoor performance environment, where a “lack of formal barriers” and “accessibility of the performers” was near-universal (2001,
60). In pungmul or almost any type of folk performance traditionally performed in the madang or similar public spaces, in addition to the use of
chuimsae, two other important types of participation are also common. One
is participating in the gosa, a ceremony where offerings to gods or spirits are
given before the performance formally begins. After the performers have
said a prayer and bowed at the altar, audience members are generally invited
to approach. They take off their shoes, step onto a small mat, ritually bow,
and leave a cash offering on the altar.
The other important type of participation involves knowing how (and
when) to enter the performance space and dance. Only knowledgeable
audience members know when to join in: at pungmul performances they
slip between the drummers circling the performance space to dance in the
center with the japsaek characters, such as the “hunter,” “monk,” and
“young bride.” They are not afraid of missing the cue to become an observer instead of a participant again and leave the madang to the (costumed)
performers. The standard dance motion is called eoggaechum, shoulder
dance, and it combines a loose waving of the arms with steps timed to the
rhythm. Generally older Koreans are familiar with and able to participate
in this simple dance. On the other hand young people who have had limited experience with the embodiment of Korean tradition may look as if they
are imitating windshield wipers.

Towards a Typology of Audiences Viewing Korean Traditional Arts
One way to think about the audience was proposed by marketing specialist
Alan Andreasen. He modeled a “Performing Arts Adoption Process” (1987,
6–8). Andreasen explains that each individual’s level of interest in the performing arts is based on two measurements: interest and attendance (1987,
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5–6). Andreasen’s process shows how audiences undergo six stages, shown
below in Figure 1. If a trial attendance yields a positive evaluation, an audience member will attend again. If they decide that such performance
attendance should be a regularly integrated part of their lives, they have
reached the stage of adoption. Each performance is an opportunity to confirm their identity as a performance-attendee or arts patron. If they cease
attending, they can always return to interest and trial again in the future.

Figure 1. Andreasen’s Performing
Arts Adoption Process
Source: Alan Andreasen’s “Expanding
the Audience for the Performing Arts,” a report commissioned
by the (US) National Endowment for the Arts in 1987.

Andreasen’s model is useful as it can explain the process each audience member
goes through.11 Yet it needs to be supplemented by my audience typology, introduced below, because audiences are not
all the same. Theatres such as KOUS,
Pungryu Theatre, and the National Gugak Center as well as major festivals all
collect audience surveys; however, surveys are completed on a voluntary basis,
and only a small portion of the audience
fills them out. Most of these surveys
focus on demographic information and
reasons for attendance but leave little
room for individualized response. Yet
demographic data has been shown to be
insufficient in understanding audiences
(Kolb 2001). A general observation of
Korean audiences reveals that when a
show is more expensive the audience age
falls within a narrower range; free and
discounted shows attract more elderly

11. This model is different from that developed by others, who focus more on popular
media, for example Abercrombie and Longhurst’s model of consumer → fan → cultist →
enthusiast → petty producer (1998).
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people and families with children.
Wanting to understand Korean audiences for the traditional arts, I
recalled ethnomusicologist Donna Kwon’s 2005 dissertation in which she
discusses the unique atmosphere created during annual events, such as Imsil
Pilbong Nongak’s celebration of Daeboreum (first full moon of the Lunar
New Year). The atmosphere is crackling with energy: the audience there, or
in the hall at K-Arts, brings performances to another level. Reflecting on
experiences attending and participating in performances, I present here a
discussion of audience participation in Korean traditional performance,
focusing on four overlapping types of audience members: participant or
expert audience members, paying audience members, cultural experience
audience members, and accidental audience members. I do not intend for
these designations to be mutually exclusive or prescriptive categories; rather,
my intention is to clarify the role that audiences play in sustaining these
traditions.12

Participant or Expert Audiences
Participant or expert audience members understand the performance
deeply and are able to participate comfortably, often as a living, breathing
part of the performance. The participant audience member is common in
remote locations when a performance is not highly publicized. For example, Hesselink has characterized audiences at rural or semirural performances of Iri Nongak as “predominantly attended by community members
made up of personal friends and relatives” (2001, 59). This audience member can be someone with a history of learning the traditional arts, who has
a conscious understanding of participating in tradition. The connection
between daily life and attendance at performances is the strongest for these
audience members.
To further illustrate how participant audience members interact during
a performance, consider Imsil Pilbong Nongak. In 1999, my second year
12. Barbara Thornbury has discussed the ways the traditional arts are staged in Japan, touching on audience types (1997).
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spending Daeboreum with the group, I ended up in a rural village in Imsilgun county (see Figure 2). As the large and energetic crowd pulsed with
excitement I climbed to the roof of a home and took photos of the pungmul players crowded into the yard of one of the village homes. With the
traditional spirit makgeolli coursing through my veins while the drums
intermingled with my heartbeat, I passionately called out the chorus of the
folk song “Jindo Arirang,” along with nearly every other person in attendance. This participant audience was not only made up of rural villagers;
many of the knowledgeable participants were college-aged. I have since
participated in intensive camps that train these students and now know
that the knowledgeable participating youth were alumni of this training
(Saeji 2013). Surrounded by other participant audience members, the sinmyeong, the intense feeling of collective breathing in ecstatic harmony, was
exhilarating.
This type of audience can also emerge in the urban context, such as
audiences at K-Arts made up mostly of other students of the university.
Certain shows will attract a large number of performers of other traditional arts and people with a strong traditional performance background.
These expert audience members may be a little more analytical and critical
of the performances they are watching than the enthusiastic participatory
fans at the rural Daeboreum celebration, but they are equally able to respond in an appropriate manner.
Insider knowledge is required of
participant audience members.
Many types of participation can
require the memorization of song
lyrics or dance steps. For example, after the annual full-length
performance of the Bongsan Talchum mask dance drama, the entire audience is invited to dance
Figure 2. Imsil Pilbong Nongak,
the basic motions on stage. The
Daeboreum (1999)
motions are complex enough that
Note: All photos by the author
only someone who has studied
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them recently can participate. Deep in the night at Imsil Pilbong Nongak
celebrations, the performers start handing off drums to eager audience
members who are not part of the preservation association, until at the end
of the night the line between audience and performer is only preserved by
noting whether a drummer wears jeans or the costume of the troupe. Even
urban shows on stages often try to incorporate a few minutes of group
dance at the end of a performance, letting audience members soak in the
energy of the performance. The only negative aspect of an audience made
up primarily of participants and insiders is the barrier it can create for the
inexperienced. An audience member who does not know how to participate and is too self-conscious to try can feel excluded, as ethnomusicologist Stephanie Pitts observed at an unusual chamber music festival (2005,
261).

Figures 3 and 4. Dano Celebration of Imsil Pilbong Nongak (2011)

Paying Audiences
The second type is that of paying audience members who are willing to buy
tickets to see and hear the traditional performing arts. In fact, free performances might not help draw audiences. That performances of traditional
arts are framed as “worth” paying for is important. Folklorist Im Jaehae has
raised the issue of value versus price in considering intangible cultural heritage (2009, 24). Im asserts that people are able to understand the value of
tangible cultural heritage objects because an appraised price can be deter-
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mined while they cannot easily grasp the value attached to intangible cultural heritage. He concludes that this socioeconomic issue needs to be
reframed as a sociocultural issue (2009, 30).
In fact, the paying audience includes many of the same people as found
in the expert audience (although some friends may receive free tickets), and
it also includes students of the performers. Critically, however, part of this
audience is made up of supporters of tradition and those people who enjoy
attending cultural activities in general—particularly performances recognized as being good due to well-known performers and/or media attention.
Accordingly, the prices people are willing to pay for performances are connected to their expectations (Throsby 2001, 116). A performance series at a
well-established venue can attract audience members who do not know any
of the performers personally but who attend each show in the series because
they trust the venue or artistic director, or appreciate the genre featured.
Intriguingly, in Korea people do not attend the Korean traditional arts in
order to assert membership in some elite cultured class; such association
of class with performance consumption is reserved for Western art music.
However, the correlation between art music and being elite is eroding
around the world according to research by Richard Peterson (1992) and
others. Although some people still consider Korean traditional arts gauche,
due to the earthy humor and wild excitement accompanying many folk
genres, this view is changing.
While paying for a show endows it with value and provides a way to
support a tradition and its practitioners, through the consumer act the
audience is also empowered to be more critical of performances. Paying
audience members, therefore, have the real or imagined ability to discern
whether a show is worth their money. Since ticketed shows are almost
always in indoor theatres, the venue reinforces the type of viewing and
interacting with the audience common in Western proscenium stage settings. Hence, these audiences are generally quieter and less participatory
than the enthusiastic fans that make up much of a participant audience,
such as those described previously.
In addition, many audience members know the performers: first, students are culturally obligated to attend their teachers’ performances, and
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second, the community for traditional performing arts is small and tightly
knit. For example, when drummer Go Seokjin organized a performance
with one of his friends, the audience included his fellows from the Goseong
Ogwangdae mask dance drama, the members of the Bongcheon Nori Madang performing arts group, people he knew through touring with legendary singer Jang Sa-ik (including Jang), and others who worked with Go at
Seoul Performing Arts Company, as well as faculty and fellow alumni of
both schools he attended for university.13 The overlaps and connections
between these groups of people, who are all associated with traditional arts
in one way or another, are dense.
Such interrelationships serve as an example of what ethnomusicologist
Keith Howard calls “circular networks of exchange,” in regard to attendance
at performances (2011, 198). Howard explains that studies of music consumption and audience reception are ignored in Korea since universities
and other sources “provide subsidies for composition and sponsor performance venues” (2011, 199). In an interview, the principal male dancer from
the National Dance Company of Korea, Yi Jeong-yun, presented me with
almost exactly the same critique.14 While Yi admitted that he often went to
see other people dance, he explained that the obligation many felt to attend
certain performances made it impossible for the best performers to rise to
the top. For example, because spectatorship serves as a form of training for
arts learners, and because of the obligation to attend current or former
teachers’ shows, young student attendance reinforces the status of their
teachers even while that same student may be secretly uninterested.
Trying to assess who the audience was, every time I sat down at a show
I always asked the people nearest me why they had come. Once at KOUS,
was excited when someone said they did not know any of the performers
although he then disclosed that he was a friend of the artistic director of the
theatre. At some shows, as soon as I knew a person was a student of the featured performer, I could gauge how many others were students by watching that person greet others. Meeting people who did not have a direct con13. A review of this performance was published in Asian Theatre Journal (Saeji 2012).
14. Interview by author at the National Theatre of Korea, May 16, 2011.
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nection to someone on the stage was worryingly rare, but when I attended
a lecture series by Artistic Director Jin Okseop, I was able to talk with some
of the attendees, generally affluent-looking women, who were cultivating an
identity as cultural connoisseurs. They told me that they “regretted not
knowing more about our culture” and “wanted to understand the performances [they watched] better.” Motivated to come to the lecture series
because they trusted Jin’s expertise, these people are the key and hopefully
growing component of the paying audience. An interest in and wider support for Korean traditional performing arts cannot be cultivated by showing performances only to friends of the performers. Consequently, Jin
Okseop is performing a key role in the traditional performing arts scene, at
least for dance, as the shows at KOUS often sell out—a point I asked him
about in an interview:
Jin:15 That is because most of the audience are my friends, but I think in
this way it can be gaining popularity. We need a strategy on a theater
level. Now, many ordinary people are coming to see it. I feel really
excited and cannot help smiling when there are many people to see
the performances that I organize. Having an audience is really
important for a performer. Also, the atmosphere [in the hall] is really
important for a performance. When a theater is full, an artist on the
stage can perform better than usual.

While Jin’s KOUS theatre is of similar size, at Pungryu Theatre, many traditional performances now require (deeply subsidized) tickets although
free shows were more common up until about 2010. I interviewed Yi Donghyeon, then manager of the theatre, about his perspective on selling tickets
and the audience. Yi characterized his audiences as insiders or participant
audiences.16 His assessment of Pungryu Theatre attendees was that his theatre was not serving to introduce the Korean traditional performance to
new audiences, except for a summer program for children. Yi did not have

15. Jin Okseop, interview by author at KOUS, May 18, 2011.
16. Yi Donghyeon, interview by author at Pungryu Theatre, May 20, 2011. Follow-up interview, June and July 2011.
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a plan to increase nonperforming arts patrons in the hall and seemed to
think that everyone who came to shows was already well acquainted with
traditional genres. Yet I do believe that arts patrons exist and with care this
group can grow.

Cultural Experience Audiences
The third type of audience attends shows for the cultural experience.17 They
have the explicit goal of experiencing traditional culture—often they are
motivated to do so in order to expose their children or foreign friends to it.
These audiences prefer an experience that is free or low priced, and they
often attend festivals. Lacking confidence in how to choose a performance
or knowledge of where performances occur, they are most likely to go to a
show with media coverage and may express a feeling of obligation or pride
in supporting a regional event or concern that their children know little
about Korean traditions. These audiences are typical at events, such as the
Andong International Mask Dance Festival, or at outdoor performances at
the National Gugak Center. I surveyed audiences at the Andong Festival
on three occasions (2005, 2006, and 2010) to understand them. Surveys
demonstrated that audiences, seated and waiting for a show to begin, often
lacked even the most basic knowledge of Korean performing arts.
Within Korea an association of the traditional arts with Korean identity
seems to have consistently weakened, particularly with the onset of national
pride in the overseas success of Korean popular music. These days the cultural experience audience is so removed from the arts that they appear at
times physically uncomfortable as they watch. Thus, the cultural experience
audience often appreciates participation activities, such as ddara baeugi
(learn by following along), that are common at large festivals and outdoor
events. Festivals like the Andong International Mask Dance Festival also
stage ddara baeugi as an activity outside on the festival grounds. The partici17. Roald Maliangkay (2008) and Nathan Hesselink (2001) have discussed touring overseas
with Korean groups and examined the reception of audiences who were often there for
the cultural experience.
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patory experience is listed on the schedule for the day, and small prizes are
given to children who try the moves. These events are a great introduction;
however, experiencing traditional performance surrounded by a knowledgeable audience of regular attendees, rather than parents hesitantly identifying instruments for their children, leaves a different impression, demonstrating why shows specifically promoted as a cultural experience are a disservice, as they often fail to attract audiences that, through audience participation, bring extra excitement to the show.

Figures 5 and 6. Songpa Sandae Noli mask dancers lead the audience
in ddara baeugi in Jinju (left) and Andong (right)

Accidental Audiences
Finally, the accidental audience is made of people who encountered a performance in progress, and stopped to watch. The events that an accidental
audience stumbles upon are almost always free and held on weekends in
outdoor public places, including Seoul Nori Madang and Gwanghwamun
Square, areas with lots of foot traffic. Such events are often loud group arts
that can attract an audience and drown out background noise.
These performances in public spaces simultaneously conform to the
premodern model of outdoor performance for the community viewed from
all sides and objectify master performers as a colorful taste of a quaint local
tradition for a tourist and leisure audience. Although touristic performances, such as those in many palaces, may provide a beautiful window
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onto Korean culture, they also contribute to turning deeply meaningful
performances into entertainment (Rusalic 2009, 26; Nyiri 2006). Moreover,
funds used to reproduce short and easily approachable shows full of highlights will not be spent on longer and in-depth presentations that honor
traditional ritual and social practices. Nevertheless, by being highly accessible, these shows provide exposure to the arts to a wider cross-section of the
population than other events.

Discussion
General Korean audiences are unfamiliar with the traditional arts and are
unlikely to attend performances without being attracted by successful marketing or taken to performances by someone else. While in the United States
the rate of failure for nonprofit arts organizations has been shown to be
extremely high, at over 20 percent annually (Bowen et al. 1994), in Korea
the venues do not fail thanks to government support. The downside to this
system is that theatres and artists feel no urgent need to understand the
audiences. The resolutely nonprofit KOUS, Pungryu Theatre, and National
Gugak Center need to do little or no fundraising, as their budget is provided
by the state.18 When I asked Yi Donghyeon (Pungryu Theatre) what happened with the money they collect from ticket sales, he explained that they
were preparing to hold an event giving gifts and fun activities back to the
audience. Such a decision indicates not needing to achieve a degree of profitability whereby ticket sales actually support continued operation.
Likewise, the preservation associations (bojonhoe) are not focused on
earning money. The arts protected under the CPPL are given a budget to
run the association, and additional funds are paid directly to their highly

18. In a rather dated article, economist Henry Hansmann explains that most (Western) arts
organizations rely on donative financing. As Hansmann explains, “if ticket prices are set
close to marginal cost, admissions receipts will fail to cover total costs” (1981, 343). In
addition, many arts organizations are subsidized by governments. Korea is not unique in
this regard.
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ranked performers. In addition, performers receive fees for most shows.19
Many performance opportunities come through the programs funded or
arranged by the Cultural Heritage Administration, the Ministry of Culture,
Sports, and Tourism, and various regional and national festivals. Artists and
bojonhoe need to expend little energy worrying about the identity or interests of their audience. Although the performers receive performance fees,
the fees are not linked to attendance. Therefore, performers in the group
arts do not concern themselves with attracting the audience to performances
of their group.20 When the audience is small, these artists bemoan the lack
of interest in traditional arts, yet most artists expect the government to fix
the problem, often by insisting on changes to educational policies.21 Even
the most technically skilled and highly ranked artists in less popular arts
struggle to find an appreciative audience, and many grow tired of leveraging
their students and friends to attend.
Other issues with audiences for the traditional arts include performance quality, performance access, and audience education. First, seeking
to use an understanding of the audience to improve audience experience
and to promote the traditional arts, we must acknowledge that performance quality is a factor. As Alvin Toffler explained, “If for purposes of
economic analysis we consider a live performance to be a commodity, we
are immediately struck by the fact that, unlike most commodities offered

19. Some bojonhoe also receive local government support. The performers in the CPPL system have ranks, and these titles can be seen as a mark of excellence—the top two ranks
come with stipends. Advancement is governed by an independent panel of experts for
the Cultural Heritage Administration and has at times been highly politicized. Ranks
correspond more closely to length of time committed to the art than any other rubric.
20. The same performers, when performing in arts outside the CPPL system, independently
or with other groups, must find a way to at least break even.
21. The education for traditional music is very poor as music teachers are trained in how to
teach Western music (see Jang 2008). The government has tried to increase traditional
arts education by increasing textbook content, but pages with traditional music are often
skipped. Recently, the government has created a roving supplementary traditional music
educator program; however, roving instructors cannot impact students in the same way
as a teacher they see daily in their school, and even though a gugak specialist poses no
cost to the schools, many schools do not bother filling out the form for the request.
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for sale in our society, this commodity is not standardized” (1965, 181).
Toffler’s remark suggests that live performances, therefore, can have tangible
economic consequences on the traditional arts depending on quality. Thus,
a large variation in performance quality is apparent although the most competitive genres, such as pansori, are reliably better. Witnessing a top-notch
performer can play a major role in a decision by an audience member to see
more shows. Unfortunately, I have frequently encountered performances
that seem to lack heart, no matter the level of technical skill. Although
many factors can contribute to a lackluster performance, one is the CPPL
requirement to recreate an archetypal form, leading at times to stale productions. Jin Okseop (KOUS), as the artistic director for one of the most
important theatres with an excellent record of sold out performances, has a
good perspective on this issue:
Jin:22 Traditional performance is not in great demand, but still a large
number of performances are staged. Some of those performers do
not perform, I think, they present what they have learned. Bad
quality performances drive audiences away from good performance. Those who saw a boring, bad performance may not want
to see another traditional performance ever again. Performances
should be fun, exciting. Just demonstrating to people what one has
learned is not a real stage performance. A stage performance is different from what you can do at home or at church. When you perform in a public place like a theater, I believe, you should offer
something worth seeing to the audience. I think the cultural policy
system is a good thing, but I don’t think a person who benefits
from their designation in the system is necessarily a good artist.
Some are really good performers but there are so many who are
bad at what they are doing. For me, that title is insignificant, and
what kind of university this person graduated from is also unimportant. What I want from this person is dancing a great dance as
a dancer. What is important is performing well on the stage at that
moment.

22. Interview by author at KOUS, May 18, 2011.
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Simply put, ranked artists in the CPPL system are not always the best at
public performance, and they may be, as Jin asserts presenting what they
have learned rather than performing it, but their rank makes finding performance opportunities relatively easier. The emphasis of the CPPL on an
archetypal form, reproduced again and again for a few pieces has also
inhibited creative efforts. Although individuals such as Kim Duksoo (samulnori) and Hwang Byungki (gayageum sanjo) have shown that while radical reimaginings of the arts and stunning new productions are possible,
these are exceptions to the rule. Even for stars like Kim and Hwang, sales
of CDs or other items bring in limited funds, and merchandising is profoundly lacking in general. Performers seem almost loath to sell items
bearing images for their art, such as bolo ties with masks; instead, these
items are given away or sold by third parties.
Second, convenience of access to performances is important—naturally,
a larger accidental audience can be found in a location with high foot traffic
—but convenience is important for other types of audiences as well. Does a
location have reasonably priced or free parking? Is public transportation
nearby? Perhaps even more important, despite the large percentage of population in Seoul, is the relative absence of live performance in huge swaths of
the rest of the country. Although groups based outside Seoul perform locally,
in many areas seeing a live performance is difficult. Regional Gugak centers
exist in Busan, Jeonju, Jindo, and Namwon, and regional festivals and celebrations that invite performers may be found as well, but viewing options
outside the Seoul Metropolitan region are relatively limited. How can new
audiences be developed if people in smaller cities rarely have a chance to
attend a show?
Third, audience education cannot be overlooked. For too long people
have believed that “Korean audiences understand the cultural significance”
of what they are watching, which is often not the case (Finchum-Sung 2009:
51). As explained earlier, an audience familiar with performance conventions will contribute to the success of the performance through participation; they will also more deeply appreciate what they see. As David Throsby
detailed, taste for cultural products is cumulative: “a person’s enjoyment of
music, literature, drama, the visual arts and so on, and hence her willing-
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ness to spend money on consuming them, are importantly related to her
knowledge and understanding of these artforms” (Throsby 2001, 115). For
the Korean example, Hwang Jong-uk of Goseong Ogwangdae explains:
Hwang:23 There will be people who do not take away from that perfomance what I know is there. These days young people are
very close to popular culture, and don’t know anything about
the meanings in traditional arts. Since liberation sixty years
have passed, and the changes in Korean society have been cataclysmic. Culture that was as naturally a part of society as breathing in the past, that was embedded in people’s blood, for children of the 1960s, 1980s, it’s something only observed. People
today have to overcome a whole new cultural code [to understand traditional arts].

Unfortunately, audiences made up of people whom, as Hwang stated, have
a different cultural code than that embedded in the traditional arts are
unable to appreciate the performances fully enough to participate in the
shows. This trend can be reversed through more efforts at audience education, which may include improving education about the arts in Korean
schools. Yet even audience education cannot be undertaken without considering the tone carefully—existing arts patrons who cue novices on appropriate etiquette must not be excluded from consideration. Audience
education must balance between welcoming new audiences and providing
them the information they need, as well as acknowledging arts patrons and
experts in the audience.

Conclusion
I have identified four main types of audiences at traditional shows and
have shown that each type of audience has unique characteristics. Through
23. Hwang Jong-uk, office director and a high-ranked performer of Goseong Ogwangdae,
interview by author, Goseong Ogwangdae Transmission Center, January 25, 2011.
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identifying and understanding the audience at present, a foundation can
be built for future research that explores audience education and new
forms of promotion for the traditional arts. For the future of the Korean
traditional arts paying audiences need to be increased, primarily by folding
the cultural experience audience into the paying audience. Mixing the
knowledgeable paying audience members with parents, children, and foreigners tasting Korean tradition perhaps for the first time benefits the cultural experience audience. They can observe the knowledgeable audience
members responding to the show, encouraging their positive assessment.
Cultural experience audiences, however, lack detailed knowledge of where
and when performances are held—to attract them promotion of shows
must increase. Through thinking about the audience—identifying the type
of audience already attending and determining how to appeal to other
types—programs can be better planned and audiences will grow.
The need to expand the audience of Korean traditional performance
patrons is known, but as of yet, no key parties seem willing to make any
dramatic changes. Groups, performers, venues, and even festivals have been
insulated from the issue of promotion due to generous local and national
funding, which has allowed the goal of preserving heritage to rise easily
above financial concerns, but relying on government funding is unrealistic.24 The continued vitality of the traditional performing arts is intimately
tied to the audience. Not only are these audience experiences significant for
attracting future performers, but also if audiences disappear as Korea
changes, so will advocates for government support. Audience vitality must
become a new priority to develop future performers and arts patrons. Ultimately, the audience is the force for preservation.
24. For example, according to the Ministry of the Interior’s analysis released on May 1, 2016,
“361 local festivals that cost more than 300 million won ($260,000) were held in 2014,
and the only one that did not lose money was the Hwacheon Sancheoneo Ice Festival”
(as cited in the Korea JoongAng Daily, May 4, 2016. A copy of the article is archived at
http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=3018324 [Accessed
on May 15, 2016]). After this report was released, large-scale criticism in the media as
well as online was directed at the government for supporting arts and leisure at a time of
high unemployment and low economic growth.
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